This study aims at describing the implicature and presupposition that occur in Japanese conversation in Minna no Nihongo Volume II. This study employs qualitative descriptive approach which will disclose the implicature and presupposition that occur in Japanese conversation in Minna no Nihongo Volume II. This study utilizes Minna no Nihongo Volume II book as the source of data, in which several conversations from chapter 26 until 50 is taken as the data. The data is gathered by 1) investigating all conversations in each chapter; 2) identifying the implicature and presupposition of the conversation in each chapter; and 3) classifying the types of implicature and presupposition in each chapter. After obtaining the data, it is analyzed by 1) describing the conversational implicature in each chapter, and 2) describing the presupposition of each conversation in each chapter.
Literature Review
To understand what happens in a conversation, we need to know 1) who are engaged in it, and 2) how are the relationship and social (status) distance among the participants, such as the conversation (1) as follows.
(1) A: After this, do the others. B: Yes, Ma'am. The conversation (1) depicts that the social status of A is higher than B. The similar thing also occurs in the conversation (2) as follows.
(2) A: Help me! B: Can't you be patient, though? The conversation (2) demonstrates that A and B have equal positions.
From both conversations, the utterance forms in the conversation can be formal utterance (conversation 1) and informal utterance (conversation 2) (Jumanto, 2017: 53) . Formal utterance is the utterance that is employed in the situation where the speaker is being careful of the pronunciation, diction, and sentence structure, while informal utterance is also called as colloquial utterance, that is the type of utterance that is utilized in the daily informal situation where the speaker does not really concern about the pronunciation, diction, and sentence structure (Richard et al., 1985 in Jumanto, 2017 .
Beside the matter of formality, the utterance form in pragmatics can be the direct utterance (literal) and indirect utterance (non-literal) (Jumanto, 2017: 54) . Direct uttetance usually conveys the meaning that can be directly understood from the existing linguistic context, while the meaning in the utterance does not have to be indirectly extracted through the context of existing situation, such as the example of conversation (3) as follows.
(3) A: Is there any occasion today? B: Why? A: Let's eat out! B: Thanks, but I have many assignments! In the conversation (3), there is a pre-invitation in the sentence "Is there any occasion today?" stated by A. However, B indirectly refused A's invitation to eat out. B did not said no at all, yet A understood that what was stated by B is a refusal. The expression of gratitude said by B is not the form of appreciation toward a giving, yet is a form of rejection.
(4) A: I previously apologize, Sir. B: What's wrong, Sir? A: I can't give you anything this time. In the conversation (4), there is a pre-announcement in the sentence "I previously apologize, Sir." stated by A.
From both conversations, it can be seen that something expressed in a conversation will be more acceptable if there is an "opening" in it. The invitation question in the conversation (3) and apology in the conversation (4) are the introductions for the delivery of actual intention.
The form of indirect utterance can also be found in the implicit meaning, thus it is required to have the ability to apprehend the implicit meaning in an utterance, like the conversation (5) as follows.
(5) A: The trash can is full already. B: Wait. I'm reading the newspaper first. I will dispose the trash later. In conversation (5), A did not directly order B to dispose the trash, yet B could understand the implicit meaning in A's utterance. It can be imagined that after reading the newspaper, B will dispose the trash, since this can be inferred from B's answer. If B did not understand A's intention, the answer would be different. Imagine if B solely answered "Yes, it is."
The literal utterance (direct) has the meaning or intention that can be seen directly (explicit meaning) from the linguistic context (words in the utterance). The explicit meaning in the utterance is called as explicature. However, in a conversation, a speaker sometimes has a certain intention (implicit meaning) when uttering something. The (implicit) meaning contained in the utterance is called as implicature.
Implicature
The concept of implicature was first proposed by Grice (1975) . Grice (1975 , in Mulyana, 2005 defined implicature as the utterance that implies something that is different from what is actually uttered. That something 'different' is the speaker's intention which is not explicitly expressed. In other words, implicature is the hidden intention, desire, or expression, thus employing implicature in communication means conveying something indirectly (Rusminto, 2015: 63) . Brown and Yule (in Rusminto, 2015: 63) added that implicature is utilized to consider what is suggested or intended by the speaker as something that is different from what is literally stated. If a speaker (for example, a child) says "Do you bring money?" while being in a toy store, the utterance does not merely mean to ask the hearer (for example, a father), yet it implies a wish to buy a toy.
Grice (1975 ( , in Mulyana, 2005 ) stated that there are two types of implicature. The first is conventional implicature, that is the implicature (meaning) that is general and conventional, in which people generally know the meaning of something, for example the utterance Lestari is the princess of Solo, so she is elegant. The general implication is taken from the princess of Solo and elegant. All this time, the city of Solo is always predicated as the city of culture where the princesses are elegant and fine, thus the emerged implication is that the women of Solo are generally known to have elegant appearance. Meanwhile, the second implicature is the non-conventional implicature, or better known as the conversational implicature that owns the more various meanings and intentions, where the comprehension toward the intended thing largely relies on the context where the conversation happens. Thus, the conversational implicature only occurs in a speech act. Samsuri (1988 ( , in Rusminto, 2015 added that the conversational implicature is employed to consider what can be suggested or intended by the speaker as something that is different from what literally appears, like what can be seen from the conversation (6) as follows.
(6) A: I am sleepy, too exhausted. B: There is a resting place two kilometers away. The conversation (6) depicts that B did not provide any direct response toward what was stated by A, but B's statement about the resting place provides the implication that A (and B) can rest for a moment before continuing their journey (Rusminto, 2015:63-64) . From the explication of implicature types, this study focuses on the non-conventional implicature or the conversational implicature.
Presupposition
Presupposition is 'assumption, prejudice ' (Nababan, 1987 in Mulyana, 2005 . The definition of presupposition according to Mulyana (2005: 14) is the basic assumption or inference regarding the language context and situation that renders the language form to be meaningful for the hearer. Presupposition assists the speaker to determine the language forms (sentences) to deliver the intended meaning or message. Thus, all statement or sentence expression, both positive and negative, still comprises the basic assumption as the content and substance of the sentence. Rahardi, et al. (2016: 87) added that an utterance can be said as presupposing another utterance if the truth or untruth of the presupposing sentence can be determined, for example, what is presupposed in the sentence The little kid in the big house is brilliant is that in there is a little kid who is brilliant in the big house. If there is no little kid in the big house, or if there is a little kid but is not brilliant, thus it can be said that what is presupposed in the sentence is wrong.
Discussion
From chapter 26 to 50 in Minna no Nihongo Volume II, the obtained conversation data is from chapter 26, 28, 38, 42, and Sengetsu moo shite arimasen deshita yo. The conversational dialogue of chapter 38 shows the conversation between daigaku shokuin (campus staff) and Watto (Wat), a lecturer who has the habit of tidiness. When the campus staff entered Wat's office, the campus staff commented that his office is extremely tidy, and Wat responded that he loved tidiness. The campus staff again praised, Hon mo kichin to narabete aru-shi, … Seiri suru no ga jouzu nan desu ne. 'Even the books are arranged neatly, you are indeed adept of book arrangement.' The campus staff's utterance implies a statement in the form of compliment that Wat is an extremely neat person, and this is revealed from his habit in book arrangement. Wat responded, Mukashi "Jouzu na Seiri no Houhou" to iu hon wo kaite koto ga aru-n desu. 'I have ever written a book entitled "A Neat Arrangment Method"' which implies a statement that Wat's habit in arranging things apparently has been put into a book written by himself. Behind the utterance Mukashi "Jouzu na Seiri no Houhou" to iu hon wo kaite koto ga aru-n desu, it is implied that Wat is a person who loves tidiness, in which the habit is put into a book written by himself. Watashi wa uchi no roon wo haratte, kodomo no kyouiku no tameni, chokin shitara, hotondo nokorimasen yo. The conversational dialogue of chapter 42 demonstrates the conversation among Suzuki, Ogawa, and Hayashi as the fellow co-workers in a company, where they talked about the received bonus they will use. Suzuki's utterance Ashita desu.Tanoshimi desu ne. Mazu kuruma no roon wo haratte, gorufu setto wo katte, sorekara ryokou ni itte… 'I will pay my car payment, buy a set of golf equipment, and go on a vacation' implies that Suzuki had the desire to use her bonus to pay her car payment, to buy a set of golf equipment, and go on a vacation. When being asked by Ogawa Chokin wa shinai-n desu ka. 'Don't you save?' Suzuki answered Chokin desu ka. Boku wa amari kangaeta koto arimasen. 'Saving? I don't really think about it'. Hayashi added Watashi wa Rondon e ryokou ni ittara, ato wa chokin shimasu. 'I'm planning to go to London, then I will save'. Hayashi's utterance implies that Hayashi had a plan to go to London if she would received the bonus. : Arigatou gozaimasu. The conversational dialogue of chapter 48 depicts the conversation between Nakamura Kachou (Mr. Nakamura), a boss in a division, and Miraa (Miller), a subordinate (employee) under the division of Nakamura Kachou (Mr. Nakamura). The conversation is about the application for leave permit from Miller to go home to America due to his friend's wedding invitation and meeting his parents at once. When Miller proposed his return to America next month, Mr. Nakamura's statement Eeto, raigetsu wa hatsuka ni eigyou kaigi ga arimasu ne. Sore madeni kaeremasu ka? 'Wouldn't there be a work meeting on 20th next month? Can you get back before the date?' implies that Mr. Nakamura reminded Miller that there would be a work meeting on 20th the next month and he asked Miller to get back soon before the meeting is held. Thus, there is a presupposition that there is a work meeting on 20th the next month. Miller answered Kekkonshiki wa juugo nichi na node, owattara, sugu kaette kimasu.'The wedding is held on 15th, after the wedding, I will get back soon'. Behind Miller's statement, it is implied that Miller will attend his friend's wedding in America on 15th next month.
Conversational Dialogue of Chapter 42

Conclusion
From several conversations cited from Minna no Nihongo Volume II, it can be seen that each dialogue has many implicatures (implicit meanings) both spoken by the speaker and the hearer. The implicatures delivered in the dialogues emerge many presuppositions (prejudice) that can be understood from the implicatures implied in the utterances of both the speaker and the hearer.
